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patient's admission, in consequence cf the pressure to which it
had been subjected.
A small quiantity of brandy and water was adlministered upon

the completion of the operation, and shortly afterwards the
following draught:-
R Tinctura3 opii aTxxv; retheris ehlorici itxv; aquas Siss.
8 P.M. Reaction had taken place in the limb; and the foot

was now warmer than the left. The skin was hot; piulse 156.
January 28tlh. He had lhad no unfavourable symptoms; pulse

120. The right foot was still the warmer.
R Tincturme ferri sesquichloridi nix; aqums 5i. M. Fiat

haustus ter die sumendus.
January Q29th. He vomited this morning, after taking the

iron; but, in other respects, he was doing well. Pulse 106.
January :30th. The wound was dressed this morning. It

looked healthy; there was a free secretion of laudable pus.
The sponges were removed, and the edges of the wound were
brought together by long pieces of the water-strapping pretty
tightly applied, the, flannel bandaage being replaced as before.

February 1 st. The wound was lookinig very healthy. The
ligature whliichl was placed on the small artery came away. He
was ordered to have some fowl for hiis dinner.

Febriaryv 3rd. The lower of the two ligatures placed around
the femolal artery came awav this morning; that above was
still firm. The wound was looking as healtlhy as coul(d be.
February 5th. The ligatture on the proximal end of the

artery came away to-day (tenith day). The wound continued
to look perfectly lhealthy; the man was gainiing strength and
colour, and ate two chops, and took a pint of porter daily.

February 9th. Both feet were of equal temperature; but
some cedema of the liimib still remiiained below the wound. The
flannel bandage wvas still applied from the toes to the groin.
He complained of some numbness of the foot.

February 20th. The wounl(d was almost healed. Some
numbness of the foot still remained, anid lhe complained of oc-
casional pain- going, up to the groin; but in other respects he
seemed perfectly well. He was walkin, about this day for the
first time.

Februarv 25th. He was discharged at his owni request.
looking and feeling quiite vell; but lie hadl a small sore on his
right lheel, causedI by pressure wlhile lying in bed.

REMLTARKS. The above case is of very great interest, from the
great ditliculties which it presented in the way of conservative
treatment, ancd the success which attended a bold and iudicious
effort to preserve the limb. The case is furthier of the greatest
importance, as being an example, and one almosit free from
doubt, of a wounid imnplicating both the main vessels, but in
wlhielh gangrene was not present, arild ini which the circulation
was cariiedl on pirobably through the wounded vein, the open-
ing being defended by the pressure of a bandage.
The only possible source of doubt which. ocCuIr1s to us is, that

it is juist withlini thie boundls of possibility tlhat the large venous
stream whiclh gushed out fromii close beside the w*ound in the
artery inight have proceeded from a large vein divided close to
its entrance inlto the femoral; but this is high-lly improbable,
since tlhe vein does not usually receive any suchi branchi in
Hunter's canial; anod the appearance and situation of exit of the
stream of blood ledlMr. Holtlhouse to the confident conclusion
that the vessel imiplicated was really the trunk of the vein.

@rg'xiad rogLmmunifdations$
ON THE CAUSES OF PULMONARY

CONSUM PTION.
By JAMES TURNBULL, M.D., Phiysician to the Liverpool

loyal Infirmary.
IT is a most difficult matter to appreciate rightly the influence
of the various causes which ale known to have an effect in the
production of tubercular disease of the lun;gs. In various
systematic treatises they are fully set forth, but as the (lifferent
causes act in combination witlh each other, it is by no means
easy to discover how muclh of the injurious influence of any
single cause is due to itself separately. The inquiiry is, how-
ever, a most important one, as it has a direct practical bearing
on the prevention and treatment of the disease. In carrying
it out with a view to these practical objects, I shall confine my-
self as much as possible to the investigation of those causes,
the influence of which can be appreciated with some degree of
exactness, and proved by reference to statistical facts, such as

those recently brought to light by Dr. Gree-nhow's Papers (Par-
liamentary Papers relating to the Sanitary State of the People
of England, 1858), and the Report of the Army Commis-
sioners.
Hereditary Transmission. This is an important predisposing

cause of the disease, which is constantly forcing itself on the at-
tention of those engaged in the treatment of pulmonary disease.
When we consider how few persons there are who have any
exact knowledge of the causes of death of even their near re-
latives, and that maniy are willing to conceal, even from them-
selves, the existence of any hereditary taint, it is not surprising
wve slhould find that those who have investigated this sulbject,
numerically, have made statements, as to the influence of here-
ditary transmission, which are widely different. It would ap-
pear to have been transmitted in about 241 per cent. of the
cases admitted at the Bromnpton Hospital for Consumptioni; and
out of 1,000, analysed by Dr. Cotton, the irnfluence of hereditary
taint was proved in rather nore than one third. I have observed
that the liability to tubercular disease is transmitted in two
distinct modes, which may sometinmes be observed separately,
but are much more frequently seen acting together. One of
these is the transmission of the constitutional tendency to the
disease, whiclh, if nmanifested in inifancy or childhood, cloes not
show itself so often in the lungs, but in tubercular affections of
the brain or its membranes, or tubercular deposits in the glands
or the bones, or in scrofulous ulcerations, and affections of the
eyes, etc. Along with the constitutional teindency, there is often
combinied the other mode of transmiiissioni, which is a local weak-
ness; a weakness, for example, of the lungs, wlhich in early life, in
those free from the constitutional taint, miiay give a liability to
bronchial, and other simple affections of the lungs; but which,
if comlibned with the tubercular taint, is apt, at a later period,
to produce the developmnent of consumption, if the individual
be exposed to the exciting causes.

It has been stated that the father mnost frequently transmits
the disease to the sons, and the mother to the dasughters; but
I believe that wlhen one parent only is tainted, the disease is
transmitted, in very nearly an eqnial ratio, to both sexes of the
offspring. The liability to the disease is of course immensely
increased when it is deiived florn both parents-a ftact so well
lknowvn to Insuraince Conmpanies, that most of them reject such
lives, even tlhough there may be every appearance of health in
the individual. Wlhen a parent is actuaily affected with tuber.
cular disease of the lungs, the tenldency to the disease must
necessarily be greatly increased in the offispring-, arnd tubercles
somiietimzes exist at birth even, wMhen the miother is consump-
tive. I have had many opportuniities of observing hoiw it has
farled with infants born of tubercular miiothers; anid, whlere the
disease has been in an active condition, I can scarcely recall an
instance in which the- have not beeln cut off withliln the first
two years. Though they have oftenl had ani appearance of
health, it has seldolmi beeni retained lon-, and tlley have fre-
quiently died from convulsive attacks within a few montlhs after
birth, or during dentition.

Sex. It wvould seem that females are more liable to con.
sumuption than mnales. The number of women that died of this
disease in Englaiid and W,ales, was 26,980 in 18-19; and the
number of nmen 23,;31 v. The proportion of men, however, who
die of otlher pulmonary diseases is greater than that of females,
and it wouild seern that whilst men are more liable to acute
pulmonary diseases, women are more subject to chronic tuber.
cular affectioins. That this greater liability does not arise sim-
ply from difference of sex, but from the habits, occupations,
and more sedentary life of females, is proved by the fact that
in nmany districts and towns, the relative proportions is re-
versed, the male death-rates, fronm puilmonary diseases, exceed-
ing the female. In many instances, too, we shall see that the
cause of this may be traced to the fact of the women being
employed in some branch of manufacture, the prejudicial in-
fluence of which may thus be very correctly estimated.

In London, the male death-rate from pulmonary diseases is
758; the female being only 593; and it can also be shown that
consumption is more common amorn(rst the men than the wo-
men. At the Brompton Hospital the proportion of male pa-
tients is 01 per cent., to over 38 per cent. of females. There
is the same preponderance of consumption in the male popu-
lation of most of the lai-ge towns whliere the females are not
engaged in some kind of rnanufacture which has a disturbing
influence. On the other hand, there are many towvns and
districts where the females are largely engaged in such manu-
factures as silk, lace, cottoIn, and straw plait, in which we find
the female pulmonary death-rate much higher than the niale
rate, and it can be shown that, in alm:ost every instance, such
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increase is due to consuimption, proving that in-door occupations
have an injurious influence. Above thirteen per cent. of the
females in Cheshire are engaged in the silk and cotton manu-
factures; and the female death-rate exceeds the male in the
proportion of 593 to 558. In the towns of Leek and Alaccles-
field, where the silk manufacture is carried orn, it greatly ex-
ceeds the male death-rate. In Leicester and Nottingham,
where a large proportion of the female population is employed
in manufactories, the female mortality from pulmonary diseases
exceeds the male ; in the former, in the proportioni of 549 to
488, and in the latter, in the proportion of 542 to 435.

There are also some small country towns where many of the
females are engaged in sulch sedentary occupations as lace
maling, in which a mnarifest increase is thus produced in the
mortality from pulmonary diseases amilongst the females.
Toweester is one of the ;e, in which the male pulmonary death-
rate is 475; whilst the female is no less than 573. Here we
have not only a reversal of wvhat is common tlhroughout Eng-
land and Wales, but it lhas also been ascertained that the excess
of pulmonary diseases in the femnales occurs in adult life, and
that it is produced by consuimption.

Dr. Greenhow has found that in purely agricultural districts
the female is higher than the male ptulmonary death-rate, and
he has also found, fiom comparing eight of the most healthy
distlicts with eight of the nmost unhealthy, that in the healthy
ones the female mortality is one-eighth more than the male,
the reverse being the case in the unhealthv ones. From the
first of these facts we may infer that in agricultural districts
the men are employed in healthfuil out-door occupations,
whereas there is somethingr injurious in the habits of the
women, or in the dwellings; and from the second fact shewing
that the insalutbrious influences act oinst on the men in the
unhealthy dlistricts, we must infer that these influences are
connected witlh their empiloy-ments and lhabits, and do not arise
excluisively fromi uiinholesomeness of the dlwellings.
Town Iinflutences. It has been ascertained bv Ir. Neison

that the agricultural labourer is the longest lived of all classes
of the community. He is not the best fed,clothed, or housed,
butthe one condition in which. he differs from all other classes
is the amounit and variety of exercise he takes in the open air.
On the other lhand, it is a well ascertained fact that the dura-
tion of life is curtailed by residence in towns, and it now ap-
pears, also, that there is no class of diseases in which a more
decided increase is pro(liiccdl by towni influelnces, than those of
the lungs; amongst whllich consuimption stands preeminent.
In fact the relation between the pulinonary death-rate and the
amount of consumption is so close that we may take the
pulmonary deathr-ate as a stlfficiently accurate means of judg..
ing of the prevalence of consumption. Glendale, in Northum-
berland, is tlhe, healthiest couiitrv district in England, and it is
also the one in wlhich there is the smallest nuimber of deaths
from pulmoiuai-v diseases. The number is 216 per 100,000,
annuall -, and tile compari-son between tlhis and the number in
London, -abich is 67;5, gives us a vivid idea of the effect of
town influenices, wlhich al-c even more powerful in the towns of
Manchestel, Liverpool, and Bristol, the rates of which are still
higher.

Dr. Greenlhow hasmade a comparison between eight urban
districts, where the greatest nutimber of persorns die aninually of
pulmlionary diseases ; and the eigiht rural districts where the
numbers are smallest; and the difference, wlhichl furnislhes an
accurate andl comaprehensive nieans of judging of the pernicious
effects of towvn influenlces, is tlhus seen to be very great. The
rate of the urban, or unhliealtlhy districts, embracing Liverpool,
West Derby, MaInchester, Salford, Chorlton, Birmingham,
Blackburn, anid Leeds, is 811; whilst for the rural, embracing
Bootle, BIuilth, E asington, Garstang, Glendale, Haltwhistle,
Houghton-le-Spring, ancd R-omney Marsh, it was 322. We see
here that piulmiionary diseases are no less than two and a half
times rnore niuImieious in thle unhealthy town districts than in
the healtlhy rurtal ouies. The iate for all England and Wales
standing between these two -ates at 552.
The effect of town inifluieniecs though always apparent is by

no m-eans uniform. This is at once seen in comparing the
deatli-rates of Bi-istol and Iltull. Thotughi the total deaths in
Hull, froan- all causes, exceed those in Bristol,-and these two
seaports are not materially different in respect to size and
densit'y of population--we find that there is a wide difference
in the amouint of pulmonary disease, which in Bristol, the
healtlhiest towln in other respects, is at the rate of 851, and in
Hull only 556. This proves that there is no fixed relation be-
tween the size of towns and the prevalence of pulmonary
disease, or between the general and the pulmonary death-rates.
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It has also been shewn by a comparison between the pulmonary
death-rates, and the density of the population of these towns,
and those of Gravesend and Ipswich, that there is an absence
of definiite relation between the population density and the
pulmonary death-rate. Whilst, therefore, town influences,
which must embrace impurity of the atmosphere from smoke,
the unhealthy emanations always existing in crowded localities,
imperfect ventilation of houses and factories, and the more
sedentary occupations of ani urban population, are injurious,
there are other circumstances affecting the inhabitants of
some towns besides these, which require further and more
minute investigation.
To the influences already mentioned, may be added the effect

prodtuced by the absence of the physical and mental stimulus
afforded by variety of scene, and especially by rural prospects,
the weariness caused by the monotonous character of many
occupations; and not least, the cares and anxieties of life; all
of which are causes which, it has been justly observed, help to
swell the catalogue of illness and add to the register of deaths
in great cities.

Occupation. Those occupations which call for much exercise
in the open air are the niost healthy; whilst, on the other hand,
we have seen from some of the preceding facts, that in-door
occupations have a direct and obvious tendency to cause con-
sumption.
The relative influence of in-door and out-door employments

on this disease, may be still further shown by reference to the
statistics of the Brompton Hospital for Consumption; 63 per
cent. of the male patients admitted followed in-door employ-
ments; only 30 per cent. out-door occupations; and the re-
mainder mixed employments. All the females were engaged
in in-door employments. Dr. Cotton has calculated, from his
own expelience, that consumption is five times as frequent in
those engaged in in-door work as in those employed in active
out-door pursuits.
Those employments are most injurious which have an effect

in restraining the function of respiration, by preventing, the
free action of the muscles of the chest, and hence one reason
of the prevalence of the disease to so great an extent among
tailors, shoemakers, printers, milliniers, and clerks.

Dr. Greenhow has furnished some statistical data whiclh
assists us in estimating the effects of certain kinds of manu.
facturing occupations. He states that the pulmonary death-
rate is usually excessive in towns where both nmales and feinales
are laraely employed in the manufacture of textile fabrics;
but that the difference in mortality of the sexes is rarely
great.
The pulmonary death-rate is high in all the large cotton

manufacturing towns; and that factory labour tends to generate
consumption is conclusively shown by the fact that though the
pulmonary mortalitv of Mlanchester is lower than that of
Liverpool for the whole period of life; it is, during adult life,
greater in Manchester, in both the sexes, than in Liverpool.
The effect of the silk manufacture in producing a hiah rate

of female pulmonary mortality in Leek and Macclesfield, and
of the lace and other kinds of manufacture in raising the fe.
male above the male death-rates in Nottingham, Leicester, and
other places, has been already adverted to.
The influence of the woollen manufacture on those engaged

in this kind of occupation requires more particular notice, as it
would seem to be not only less injurious than others, but to
produce, through the action of the oil used in many of the
processes, a positively beneficial effect upon the health, andl
wihich, it has been affirmed, is prophlylactic against scrofula
and consumption. Dr. Greenhow states that with the single
exception of Leeds, where other kinids of manufacture of a more
or less pernicious nature are carried on, the mortality in the
districts of the woollen manufacture is rather below what pre-
vails in the cotton and silk districts. In Bradford, whiclh is a
woollen district, the pulmonary death-rate is 607; whilst in
Preston, an exclusively cotton district, it is 722. It is, however,
in the woollen factories of Scotland that the prophylactic effect
of this kind of employment has been more particularly ob-
served, and to Dr. Simpson is due the credit of making known
this fact, and tracing the cause to the beneficial operation of
the oil used in some of the processes.

Dr. Simpson has collected the concurrent testimony of many
medical men, practising in the woollen districts of Scotland, on
this subject, and I condense, from his paper, the remarks of
Dr. Dyce.
With reference to the extreme rarity of consumption among

the wool-mill girls, this is a fact with which all here have long
been familiar, so much so that seldom or ever is a consumptive
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endency met with among the wool-mill girls. Any one accus-
"omed to see the women of the cotton and wool mills, can
,enerally tell, from their appearance, to which mill they belong.
rhe cotton-mill girls are generally, though healthy looking, pale,
id bleached; whereas the wool girls are rosy and fat. He
ilso states that it has been customary, wlhen any young girls
bave been noticed whose looks indicated delicacy, to recommend
Lhem to change the mill, and that a remarkable effect has often
been noticed 1rom a few weeks' work in the wool mill; from the
pale, pasty look, they have become healthy and plump. Dr.
Simpson states that the great difference and peculiarity in
woollen as compared with cotton mills, consists in the fact, that
while the hours, the occupation, etc., are much the same in
each, in the woollen mills a very large quantity of oil is used,
and tlle bodies of the workers are brought, in various ways,
freely in contact with it. It is, I believe, in this one item that
the great difference between cotton working and wool working
consists; anid it is to this material, the oil, as freely used in
some of the processes of the wool factories, that the operatives
theemselves, universally, and, as I believe, properly, attribute
the salutary niature of their occupation. He has also pointed
out that the degree of exemption among, the operatives is by
no means equal in all the processes of the manufacture, but is
regulated by the more or less oily inature of the department of
work in which they are engaged.

[To be contintued.]

Q3u1stonian Xttiurtts
ON

FEVER AND INFLAMMATION.
DELIVERED BEFORE THE

LOYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS, LONDON,
1859.

By WXILLIAMi ADDISON, M.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the College.

LECTURE I (concluded).
VI.-THE CORPUSCLES OF BLOOD, IN THE PERFORMANCE OF

THEIR NATURAL FuNCTIONS, CONTAIN AND EXCRETE
MAkTTERt WHICH IS POISONOUS TO THE BRAIN.

Blood is distributed by arteries; it returns by the veins.
There is a great difference between arterial and venous blood.
This difference is, for the most part, if not entirely, referrible
to the corpuscles. The red colouring matter is contained
within them, anid the bright colour which is commuinicated
to blood by oxygen, as well as the dark shade which is induced
by the transmission of carbonic acid through it, are the actual
shades of colour which we see in arterial and venous blood.
Venous blood is necessary to the well-being of the liver, and
also to the normal function of the lung; but, should venous
blood be transmitted by arteries to the brain, it is well known
that symptoms of poisoning begin.
No suggestion for the recovery of drowned persons has been

attended with so much success as the "Ready Method" of the
late Dr. Marshall hlall. The principle, therefore, upon which
his method is founded, may probably be accepted as true.
"During the circulation," he says, " the oxygen inhaled by

respiration unites with the carbon of the blood, forming car-
bonic acid, which is exhaled in its turn by respiration, except
in cases where the respiration is suspended, as in drowning and
other fornms of apnowa. In apncea, the carbonic acid retained
in the blood poisons it; and the organs, beginning with the
brain and spinal centre, are in their turn poisoned by this
blood-poison. The circulation," he goes on to say, "without
respiration, is a blood-poisoning process; respiration is a de-
poisoning process. By respiration, the carbonic acid poison
formed during the circulation is eliminated from the blood,and
evolved from the system."
The consumption of oxygen and the formation of carbonic

acid stand in a direct ratio with the number or amount of the
blood-corpuscles, and wvith the number of respirations made in
a given tinme. It is well known that the alteration of colour
from arterial to venous, which blood undergoes by circulation,
is an alteration which takes place within the corpuscles; also,
that the re-arterialisation of blood by respiration involves a
change in the corpuscles. It must be, then, that the qualities
acquired by blood during circulation, and discharged by re-
spiration, are qualities of the corpuscles, inasmuch as the

change of colour, which denotes the change of quality, is ob-
served in the corpuscles. When, therefore, symptoms of
poisoning arise fron the circulation of venous blood through
the brain, the poison must be concluded as contained within,
and as generated or produced by, the corpuscles.

Urine is a fluid separated from the blood by the kidneys;
and urine contains a substance which, when applied to other
tissues than those of the kidney, will act as a poison. Sir H.
Halford met with five instances of suppression of urine in the
course of seven-and-twenty years practice, and in every in-
stance the patient died from poisoning of the brain. It is but
reasonable to infer that urea, whicll is separated in large quan-
tity from the blood by the kidneys, should be a prodtict of the
metamorphosis of a substance of an invariably uniform compo-
sitiorn.
"Amlongst all the higher classes of animals," says Dr. Sirnon,

"and many of the lower, in the most varied forms of existence,
and under the most opposite kinids of food, we find urea and
uric acid, or one of the two, as a conistant secretion of the kid-
ney. It seems opposed to all reason to imagine that, in
animals as different in structure as they are opposite in tlleir
lhabits of life, and under every possible variation of circuim-
stanices, these fixed and definite compounds should be pro-
ducts of the metamorphosis of the plasnma. It is easy, how-
ever, to conceive that the corpuscles which, althiough different
in their form, are similar, if not identical, in thieir clhemical
constitution, in the blood of all animals, slhould yield similar
products as the result of their metamorphosis."

If this reasoning be admitted-and it is urged with much
force and perspicacity by Dr. Simon-it follows that urea, or a
nitrogenous substance represented by that compound, and
withdrawn from the blood by the kidneys, is an excretion of
the corpuscles dischargled into the plasma. Hence carbon or
carbonic acid is an excretion of the blood-corpuscles discharged
at once into the atmosphere; whilst urea is en excretion dis-
charged into the plasma, and withdlrawn therefrom by the ac-
tion of the kidneys. Botlh these substances, if unduly re-
tained in the blood, act as poisoDS to the brain; andl we must
conclude that the corpuscles of blood, in tlle performance of
their natural furnctions, generate matter which is poisonous to
the brain. Halitus within the corpuscles, if not discharged
by respiration, and other excretions, if retained in the plasmna,
are poisonous.
The properties of the corpuscles, then, substantiate the

argument drawn from a conisideration of the properties of the
plasma, as to the necessity for holding the two parts of the
blood distinct, pathologically as well as physiologically. The
corpuscles are indepenident organiisms, and the plasma is the
fluid in which they swim. The properties of the one are very
different from the properties of the other.

VII.-RELATIONS OF DIET TO TIHE PrASMA, AND oF1 Air TO
THIE COrIrUSCLES.

The normal constitution of the blood is preserved by diet
and respiration. The alimentary canal and the lungs-are the only
two channels by which outwardrmaterial substances are re-
ceived inlto the interior of the body. Both have reference to
the blood; diet, or food and drink, to the replenishment of the
plasma; air to the nourishment of the corpuscles. The ali-
mentary canal is, as it were, the coarser way by wh-icil sub-
stances are received into the body; whereas, in the structure of
the lung, everything is fashioned with special reference to the
admission of aerial elements into immediate contact, as it
were, witlh the highest elements of the circulating fluid-the
corpuscles of the blood.
As the plasma is subjected to a continuous change and con-

sumption during the nutrition of the body, it becomes a matter
of necessity that it should also receive a continuous supply.
This is afforded to it by the chyle. Chlyle is derived from sub-
stances received into the stomach-food and drink; it mingles
with and augments the bulk of the pllasnia; anid it is from the
plasma that the red corpuscles deriive part of their niutrimuent.
There is, tlherefore, a more intimate relation between diet and
the fluid of the blood, than between diet and the corpuscles;
that is to say, any substancee or poison entering the blood from
food or drink must first enter and miiingle with the plasma, be-
fore it can come into contact with or affect the corpuscles.
But the case is different as between tlle corpuscles and the
atmosphere.
From the peculiar distribution of the capillaries, and from

the extreme thinness of the, walls of the pulmonaly air-cells, the
blood-corpuscles are brought in the lungs into almost imme-
diate contact with the air, and with the substances contained in
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